SPEED &
ACCURACY
Inventor y Management Streamlined for

REAL-TIME ANSWERS TO
REAL-TIME QUESTIONS

>
> What needs reordering?
> What products are about to expire?
> Did we account for all the devices
used on this case?
> Was the patient billed correctly?
What’s our on-hand inventory?

The Cenbion Inventory Management
System answers these questions
quickly and easily by improving the way
assets are managed in your EP, Cath
and Radiology labs. With Cenbion, the
answers are right in your hand.

ASSET MANAGEMENT MADE EASY AND AFFORDABLE

Easy to Integrate

The Cenbion system uses mobile handheld scanners to track your
medical products and devices as they arrive at your lab. Data capture
is as simple as activating the scanner and pointing it at the barcode
on each product, patient ID bracelet or customized procedure
manual. At the end of the day, the captured data is uploaded to a
central database.

While Cenbion can operate as a stand-alone Cath
or EP lab inventory management system, it can also
seamlessly interface with your existing hospital system.
This allows you to quickly bring your system online and
immediately leverage the benefits of a dedicated assetmanagement system.

Cenbion’s detailed, real-time information helps you quickly and
accurately:

In-depth On-Hand Reports

> Manage cases and inventory > Print reports to track monthly
trends, annual product use, and
> Locate and organize assets
> Determine full-time-equivalent case charges and costs
utilization
> Bill patients
> Order inventory
> Generate reports by patient case,
INCREASE YOUR
BOTTOM LINE

IMPROVE
EFFICIENCY

vendor, procedure or product

Cenbion uses our proprietary Inventory Assessment
Software to determine your lab’s current on-hand
inventory. The data collected can be as little as product
number and description or as much as manufacturer,
number of units on hand and expiration dates, just to
name a few. Once the assessment is complete, you’ll
receive a comprehensive, easy-to-read report that
lists what you have on hand so you can easily track
your assets, rightsize your inventory and optimize your
product mix.

“Thanks to our new system, we were able
to place a $900,000 order of pacemakers
and defibrillators. By knowing precisely what
we needed and by placing a bulk order, we
saved 12 percent of the total cost, equaling
$127,000 on that shipment alone.”
Dave Strelow, director of Cardiovascular Lab Services, Saint
Luke’s Health System, Kansas City, Missouri

WITH CENBION, SOLUTIONS ARE
AT THE TIPS OF YOUR FINGERS.

THE CENBION SYSTEM—DELIVERABLES
Cenbion training is offered at your facility, at your
convenience, so you can continue to do what you
do best: care for patients. Your system comes with
everything you need to realize the benefits of inventory
automation, including mobile barcode scanners
and easy-to-learn, easy-to-use software that can be
effortlessly integrated with your back-office systems.
Cenbion technicians will install the software, train your
staff, use vendor barcodes or create them for you, and
set up back-office interfaces for billing and reordering.
We’ll also incorporate radio-frequency identification
(RFID) to track your inventory and notify you of its
expiration and location.
The Cenbion team has extensive experience in hospital
inventory and manufacture barcode standards.
Our software allows us to read any type of barcode
(HIBC, UCC/EAN, UPC-A), and our extensive product
database has been in use for nearly 15 years.

Free Up Your Inventory Dollars

Customer Support

When you know your charges are fully captured, you
can order in bulk and earn larger vendor discounts,
saving you hundreds of thousands of dollars from day
one. Improved tracking and control also allows you
to reduce total on-hand inventory while accurately
associating each product/devise with the correct case.

Cenbion provides world-class support to our
customers and maintains one of the highest adoption
and satisfaction rates in the industry. One-on-one
instructor-led training is customized for each practice,
charting style and specialty. This personalized attention
will ensure your employees thoroughly understand
the system to help you increase your bottom line and
improve efficiency.

Greater Clarity and Accuracy
With Cenbion, patient billing becomes more accurate
because you know which products and equipment were
used on each case. And when more than one physician
is involved in a case, Cenbion eliminates mischarges by
confirming who used what supplies.

For more information on how Cenbion
can help you streamline your inventory
management system and gain greater
speed and accuracy, contact us.
cenbion.com
888.210.9703
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